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About This Game

  The lines between good and bad have been blurred and crime and terror run rampant in the streets. The alleys, rooftops and
sewers are crawling with criminals and brutal gangs. And now, Underboss — in a daring escape — has broken out of prison and
is ruling with vicious darkness. The city is in need of saviors and only masked hero vigilantes answer the call... you answer the

call.

Key Features

Play as two unique Watchmen characters, each with their ownabilities:
Rorschach, a feral, street-wise fighter who can disarm enemies to use their own weapons against them
Nite Owl, a refined fighter who uses martial arts expertise and high-tech wizardry
Fight and watch the blood fly through six chapters of gut-wrenching in your face action.
Intense, visceral — battles fight up to 20 enemies at the same time with bloody, street-fighting moves.
Clean up the streets with friends in split screen co-op multiplayer competition or solo
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If you are fan of Alice in Wonderland, this will definately make you happy! A totally new story with an interesting twist. A
strong and interesting game!. Very nice game, good music too!. My god this game is just... bad.
There is no phisics.
Music is crap. Visual is pathetic.. Damn these rabbits can kick your as*.

Really fun game for martial art fighting style. ofcorse it's not easy but it's enjoyable to kick the sh*t out of rabbits.. If this gem
of a game could be modded to include a steam engine I would build a temple for the modder and name him a deity.

Good game though. Bare bones. Reminds me of the old Train Simulator game.
Remember that game? You could buy it and actually have content without being hit up by racketeering extortionists?
Hope this game goes old school like the games used to be.. left mostly uncompleted this game falls far short of expectations. it
feels like the developers just gave up and moved on which is a shame since it had potential to be great.
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I am loving this game so much! Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past is one of my all-time favorite games. This game really
comes close to the same greatness!. fun little game, for a while. Then everything gets repetitive. I mean everything after the first
30 mins of game play i saw nothing new except for unlocking the designs for new colony types. I'd highly recommend adding a
few dozen or more terrain types, even if they are no different from each other than in its descriptive text. Finding the exact
same life forms on every other planet just destroys immersion, and uhm well im sure you can think of more than 1 way to say
sorry nothing here.
That said game plays well for whats there, and there is plenty of room for grinding and unlocking some stuff if you can keep
from being bored to death, or shot to death by the over powered pirates and aliens. I bought this game because it reminded me
of something I played along time ago on a Tandy 1000. Sadly that game from 30 years ago had more depth than this.. Viktor
pokes fun at everything, and itself, which is a good thing. It often succeeds in being funny, when it fails, it not only falls flat but
feels forced, very try-hard and overly juvenile. A lot of the humor is very localized too, but even if you're not from the Balkan
area, you should be good for a couple of laughs.
Most of the characters are enjoyable and some parts of the game are really well thought-out (the amusement park was awesome
<3 )

My issues with the game stem from some design choices and some minor bugs. The game would do good with a quality of life
upgrade. It doesn't always remember I muted the music, or it randomly decides to drop out of the circular frame messing up the
view. The exit bug is cute... The first time around, after that it's just really annoying.
Having to go through already seen dialogs, just to explore a different branch is also a chore unfitting for 2017.

As for the gameplay, it's your standard point and click fare with some puzzles. While I usually like puzzles, when playing an
adventure game, the old-school of thinking doesn't do it for me. Puzzles that don't really progress the story, and are instead just
busy-work, kill the enjoyment. More-so when they're not puzzles but semi-action sequences that make no sense, like the
mandatory zeppelin drive to Vienna. That made me almost rage-uninstall the game.
I finally gave up on the "pipes puzzle" in the Tesla lab, and don't plan on returning to the game, will just wait out some youtuber
to show me the ending, was in it for the quirky story anyway.

It's not so bad though, the game certainly has its charm, but it needs more thought put into it (and some typos fixed). It's also
pretty much the only Unamerican-and-totally-Balkan game on the market, and for that I'm letting its flaws slide.. This is a great
game for little kids. *Local Multiplayer*! Unlimited lives, each level is really fun and lots of cool stuff to discover. Multiply
player is great and some things require co-operation. One thing to note is that players can hit each other and steal gold, which
can be frustrating if taken advantage of, but otherwise is really funny (pick up the player and throw him!). I have two remotes
and play with my 3 and 4 year old. It seems like you can play up to 4 people. The game crashes (took down Windows too) if you
disconnect or reconnect a remote with the game running, but has been stable other than that. The menus are a little hard for kids
until they learn the pictures and then they're off to the races. Tons of fun. If you're looking for a kids game this is a good one..
The game itself is fine - a turn-based game with a boardgame feel. But there's NO way to save your progress, and the auto-save
doesn't work. In short, you have to start over from scratch each time you load the game. The vague assurances that a fix is
forthcoming aren't helpful. It's been almost a year since the last update, and the game is still broken.

NOT RECOMMENDED.

ADDENDUM: Nearly 2.5 years since I first posted this review. No fix yet, and no further word from the developers.
ABANDONED BROKEN GAME.
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